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ABSTRACT
In our research we present a speech recognition friendly ar-
tificial language that is specially designed and implemented
for humans to talk to robots. We call this language Robot
Interaction Language (ROILA). In this paper, we describe
our current work with ROILA that utilizes the Nao hu-
manoid robot. Our current demo implementation will allow
users to interact with the Nao robot without the usage of any
external laptops or microphones. Therefore the purpose of
our demo is two-fold: 1) to demonstrate “live” that ROILA
has improved recognition accuracy over English and 2) to
demonstrate that users can interact with the Nao robot in
ROILA without the use of any external devices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces

General Terms
Design, Languages
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1. INTRODUCTION
ROILA is a speech recognition friendly artificial language

that was designed to be easy for machines/robots to under-
stand (recognize) and also easy for humans to learn. ROILA
was created on the backdrop of the idea that natural lan-
guages are difficult for machines to understand and therefore
speech recognition for natural languages has not advanced
to an extent that users can use it extensively in their daily
life [10, 3]. This is primarily due to how natural language
has evolved, for e.g. words can sound the same but have dif-
ferent meaning (i.e. homophones). We have also witnessed
progress in the development of algorithms for the recogni-
tion of natural language but we are yet to see an as evident
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Table 1: Sample ROILA sentences
English Sentence ROILA Translation Literal Translation

I am walking to the house Pito fosit bubas I walk house
I walked to the house Pito fosit jifi bubas I walk <word marker> house.

I will walk to the house Pito fosit jifo bubas I walk <word marker> house.

usage of speech interaction in our daily lives [1]. Problems
with speech recognition are a cause for concern for most re-
searchers in Human Robot Interaction (HRI) [5]. Prasad et
al [8] go as far as describing Speech Interaction with robots
as the Holy Grail. Therefore in some case the robot’s be-
havior is not autonomous but rather is controlled by the
researchers (wizard of oz setups) [9] while the robots are in-
teracting with humans. ROILA was designed on the premise
that natural language speech recognition is not reliable and
efficient and therefore instead of improving recognition tech-
nology perhaps optimizing the input would be a better trade
off. A detailed description of ROILA is available in [7], here
we summarise its main design principles. ROILA was de-
signed on the basis of two key attributes, i.e. the proposed
language should be easy for robots to recognize and at the
same time easy for humans to learn. In order to provide
ease in pronunciation, the phonetics of the language were
built from phonemes comprised in the most widely spoken
languages. In addition, word structure was based on what
would be easiest to pronounce (only consonant-vowel units
were included). The grammar rules were regular and in-
flections were not allowed (thereby reducing the number of
rules speakers had to remember). To support ease of recog-
nition by a robot, a genetic algorithm generated the vocabu-
lary such that words would be acoustically unique from each
other. Given are some sample ROILA sentences (see Table
1).

We conducted an evaluation of ROILA with high school
children [7], who learnt the language for 3 weeks and then
took part in a controlled experiment where they used ROILA
to interact with a LEGO Mindstorms robot. ROILA was
shown to outperform English by 18.9% using the open source
Sphinx-4 speech recognizer [6] and Festival Speech synthesis
system [2]. We used the North American Acoustic Model
from Sphinx-4 for the recognition of ROILA because of a)
All phonemes of ROILA exist in North American English
and are meant to be pronounced in the same way and b) we
do not have any native speakers of ROILA hence we cannot
derive data to create our own acoustic model.

We acknowledged that the results of our initial evaluation
were derived under certain constrained conditions. Firstly,
speech recognition was being processed on an external ma-
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chine and not the LEGO Mindstorms robot. Secondly, LEGO
Mindstorms robots do not have a native or in-built mi-
crophone, hence only an external (desktop) based micro-
phone was used. To fully acknowledge and determine the
value of ROILA and to consequently provide an innovative
and novel research platform for Human Robot Interaction
ROILA needs to be easily and seamlessly portable to other
platforms, robots and systems.

2. DEMO IMPLEMENTATION
Our current implementations are focusing on using the

Nao humanoid robot for implementing ROILA. This is pri-
marily because firstly, the Nao robot is widely used by HRI
researchers and secondly it is Linux based therefore our sys-
tem could be extended to other products. We have ac-
complished our implementation by firstly implementing a
ROILA installation script. The script runs on any Linux
machine and installs the required libraries to run the speech
recognizer and speech synthesis system. The script also pro-
vides an API that can be used to write ROILA applications.
Therefore, before using the Nao for interaction in ROILA
we run the script on the robot. The primary limitations of
our earlier research on ROILA with the LEGO Mindstorm
robots was that speech recognition could not run on the
robot (due to limited processing and resources) and there-
fore an external microphone and computer had to be used.
We are now able to have users interact in ROILA with the
Nao robot using the existing microphone of the Nao robot
(see Figure 1). This provides a much more user-friendly and
seamless interaction process. Our current setup also pro-
vides the user with feedback on how much confidence the
robot has in recognizing what was said (67% as in Figure
1).

Figure 1: Running ROILA on the Nao robot

3. FUTURE RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
Our future research road map also includes evaluating our

new and improved ROILA system by conducting an empir-
ical study. We will compare the recognition accuracy of
ROILA against English of native Australian English speak-
ers across two input conditions: headset microphone and
native microphone of the Nao robot. Prior research [4] has
investigated similar comparisons on the Nao robot, where
a ceiling microphone was also employed. However, speech
recognition was conducted offline using recordings and hence
there was limited interaction between the robot and the user.
Therefore it is doubtful is such a setup can be used to create
HRI applications. Eventually, successful completion of our
research will accomplish the following:

• Users will be provided with an “off the shelf” platform
to use ROILA on not only the Nao robot but other
Linux based products.

• Provide empirical proof/validation of the recognition
advantage that ROILA has over English across differ-
ent conditions.

• Provide researchers in Human Robot Interaction with
a novel and innovative research platform.

In conclusion, we would like to acknowledge the trade-off
of employing ROILA in HRI scenarios. A definite learning
curve is involved and our earlier research [7] has shown that
the benefits of learning ROILA lie in the long term, i.e.
like learning to type with ten fingers. Users would need
to interact sufficiently long enough in ROILA to gain time
because of efficient recognition thereby overcoming the time
spent to learn ROILA.
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